Our Approach
By combining early employment experience with our powerful models, MyPath places youth on a path to upward mobility, as they are earning
ENGINEERING EFFECTIVE MODELS

SHARING WHAT WORKS

ADVANCING POLICY CHANGE

Leveraging technology and peer
relationships, MyPath designs, tests,
and scales models that engage youth
in banking, saving, and credit-building.

MyPath shares our best practices and datadriven solutions by delivering technical
assistance and training to support cities,

MyPath engages youth savers and
credit-builders as advocates in
advancing policy and system-level
change to improve opportunities

integrate banking, saving and creditbuilding into youth employment systems.

from low-income communities.

MyPath Money Platform

$

YOUTH FRIENDLY
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MYPATH FINANCIAL
CURRICULUM
(in person + technology)

PERSONAL GOAL
SETTING

Planning for Growth
Looking to the future, MyPath is establishing new partnerships in cities across
the nation to transform youth employment and workforce systems into platforms
for saving and credit-building. Backed by research, we are expanding our proven
models, placing thousands of lowincome youth on a path to upward mobility.

CONTACT US
1663 Mission St. Suite 602, San Francisco, CA 94103
415-206-0846 | MyPathUS.org |
@ MyPathUS

FINANCIAL EMPOWERMENT
& ECONOMIC MOBILITY

Powering youth potential,
seeding economic mobility.
MyPath’s vision is that every low-income youth and young adult has the chance to make their first paycheck not
just about income, but lasting economic security. We build strong foundations for upward economic mobility by
connecting working youth from low-income communities to bank and build savings, credit and financial confidence.

Our Impact
THE MAJORITY OF
MYPATH YOUTH
COMMIT TO SAVE

SAVED
BY
YOUTH

OF THEIR EARNINGS

CREDIT
UNION
PARTNERS

YOUTH EMPLOYMENT

YOUTH & YOUNG ADULTS REACHED ANNUALLY

PARTNERS
NATIONWIDE

AFTER 12 MONTHS
IN MYPATH CREDIT, YOUTH WITH
NO PRIOR CREDIT ACHIEVE A

AVERAGE
FICO SCORE

About
MyPath is a San Francisco-based national nonprofit on a mission to power working youth with the financial
knowledge and tools they need to achieve financial security and build wealth. We bring together city
agencies, nonprofits and financial institutions to integrate our saving and credit-building models into existing
youth employment programs. Our models, developed for and by youth, are the only youth financial capability
interventions in the country that seamlessly integrate financial products into youth employment programs.

